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Edward B. Reynolds

The price of copper had jumped from nine to seventeen cents
and zinc had gone up, too. Powder and drill men were blasting
tunnels deeper into" Butte hill, a hill from which, since 1880,
two and a half billion dollars worth of copper has come. Long
strings cf ore cars snaked around the mountains to Anaconda. The
reduction works and smelters were running three eight-hour shifts
a day, and the wives of Swedes and Micks and Slovacks were lay
ing down hard money in the stores and markets and sending their
kids decently to school.
I went into the rustling office on Main Street. Old timers,
boomers, and punk kids out of college lounged in a long line
against a counter the length of the room. Their clothes smelled
cf the dried sweat of laboring men. They shifted their thicksoled shoes on the composition floor and sucked on pipes and',
cigarettes. The heavy air throbbed with the hum of conversation,
but every man’s’ eyes were on a hard-bitten Irishman behind a desk
in a railed—enclosure on the opposite side of the room.
He sat close to a phone, his cold blue eyes roving up and
down the line of men. His hand clutched a yellow pencil that
contained the destiny of every rustler in the room.
The phone blared; the men stiffened to attention.
’’Hello. Employment office...Two men for the arsenic...
...Okay.”
The clerk jammed the phone receiver into its holder and
pointed at a couple of bronzed fellows who looked as if they had
just come in off"the range. They moved forward to his desk where
he was already filling out white cards for them.
’’Lucky devils. Ah suah hopes ah get a call soon.”
A red-headed Irishman turned to theVlean, dark-eyed fellow
who had spoken.
’’Lucky hell," he spat out. "Where you from, Buddy?"
"Ah’m from Alabama."
"Well, by the time you been around here long enough to learn
to speak English you’ll find out it ain’t luck to go to the
arsenic. That's hell, boy; plain hell."
"Ah cain speak jus’ as well as you cain."
"Okay. Okay. Don’t get sore about it. By the time you get
a few arsenic burns you won’t care whether you can speak or
not."
The blare of the phone interrupted them and focused their
attention on the employment clerk.
"Ten men for the Zinc Tank House. Okay."

k ripple of interest ran through the waiting men,
"By God, my luck ain’t so bad I can’t make one out of ten,"
growled a stodky Slovanian. A Swede near him grunted rather
stolidly and skeptically.
With maddening slowness the clerk started pointing out the
men he wanted. A cocky blond youth shoved his cap back over one
ear and started boldly forward; the clerk waved him back and
pointed to the man next to him.
"I thought maybe I could pull a fast one," the kid cracked
out of the side of his mouth.
"You can’t put nothing over on that guy. He knows who he
wants," a sad-eyed man answered. "Used to be a captain in the
army. He probably knows the name of every guy in here by now."
"Nuts. It couldn’t be done. There’s boomers in here from
all over the country. How’s he going to know ’em all."
"That guy can do it. You watch."
The ten men, including the red-headed Irishman, the kid from
Alabama and myself, lined up to receive their white work-cards.
"Get your lunches and grab that 3:35 car." The clerk handed
us our cards. "You go on the 4 o’clock shift."
I hurried home and got my lunch bucket. At 3:35 o’clock I
was on the company street car that winds its way to the world’s
largest copper reduction works and smelters east of Anaconda.
The street car is really a train of five separate cars with
motorman and conductor. I picked a seat behind two boys, apparent
ly, Just out of high school. The train cuts through the city from
west to east and enters a drab, dun-colored desert valley, it
skirts some barren foothills, crosses a dry gully, and climbs to
the big hill on which the works are built.
"Well, here we go to enroll in the copner oo liege," shrilled
one of the boys in front of me with a sweep of his arm.
"Yeah," answered the other, a husky broad-shouldered youth.
"I wish I’d paid more attention to my football. Bill's getting
a peach of a ride through the university."
"Well, believe me, I’m going to save my dough and get over
there myself. I’m going to study law.”
"Yeah. Maybe. They all say that at first, but they sure hate
to give up that five bucks a day."
Four men across the aisle were talking politics.
"Yeah? V/hat’s to stop him? He’s president ain’t he?"
"Well, if I wes Roosevelt, I’d crack down on those birds. He's
got the whole country behind him and if anything's ever going
to be done, it's got to be done now."
"Aw, the only time those guys remember the little fellow is
around election time. Then they give’m a lotta promises and we
fall for it."
"No wonder there’s a lotta communists."
"Baloney ’ There ain’t no communists outside of the Hearst
papers. ”
"Yeah. They call all us workin* stiffs communists. If they
don’t like a guy, he’s a communist."
"I was born and raised here and so was my old man. I ain’t
no communist. Hell.”
Behind me a gray-headed fellow with a lantern jaw was carry
ing on a monologue.
"I asked him, I says, ’Am I the skimmer or not?’

up with him.
’’Big place, isn’t it? I said.
’Boy, yes. I think it’s bigger ’n Anaconda itself.”
We went into the office and found the rest of the rustlers.
The foreman was a stout blonde fellow with a touch of gray
to his hair. He took our cards and turned us over to a straw
• boss.
’’Fix these fellows up, Steve.”
We followed Steve down to a locker room where he doled out
rubber boots and overshoes.
"What are we going to do, work in a lot of mud and water?"
a rustler asked.
"Naw. Electricity. If you didn't have these rubber shoes
on you’d be hopping around like a jitterbug."
"Gee'. Is it dangerous?"
"Naw. Static."
When we got our boots fitted, Steve gave us wire masks and ■
showed us how to place gauze in them.
".What are these for?"
"Keep out the acid."
"Isn't that stuff hard on your lungs?"
"Naw. Keep you from catching cold."
Steve gave us hoes, shovels, and chain hooks.
"You’re going to work in the mag gang," he said..
We followed him upstairs to the-tank floor.
A wide corridor split the building with mathematical precision.
Tiny railroad flatcars clattered over minature tracks with switches
and sidings like a model railroad in a rich man’s backyard, on
either side were double rows of large rectangular tanks, four deep.
Each set of tanks wes called a cascade and were separated from each
other by aisles that connected with the center portion of the huge
room.
Massive copper bars, charged with electricity, stretched along
the outside of the tanks. Alternating lead anodes and gal van1 zed
steel cathodes with copper side arms contacted the bars and hung
down into a solution containing zinc. This zinc, through an
electrolytic process, collected on the cathodes and was stripped
off in sheets.
Tiny bubbles danced through the effervescent solution like
champagne. They exploded at the top and leaped into the air to
form an acid-fog that hovered over the tanks and crept through the
room.
At first it was hard to see. The electric bulbs glowed like
huge fireflies in the gloom. The light gave the pillars that
supported the roof a strange and ghostly quality/ The acid pelted
and stung my face like tiny needles shot from minute blowguns. The
mask grew warm; my nose started to run. I raised the mask to blow
my nose. The inhalation sent me gasping and choking out of the door
into the open air.
"You’ll get used to it," the foreman laughed. "I don’t use
a mask half the time. It keeps your head cleared out."
returned to where the others had gathered reedy for work.
One of.the cascades was down and the previous shift had stripped it
ready for cleaning. The cathodes were stacked along the center
aiole. The anodes had been sent to the lead shop where they were
to be melted and cast into new anodes, in the bottom of each tank
w s a thick black muck that had settled during the electrolytic
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process. It was called mag (manganese) and had been placed
in the solution to aid the chemical reaction back in the leaching
department.
Alabama manned the power hoist and raised large wooden boxes
from the basement. Irish and I swung them onto the little flatcars and wheeled them to the cascade. A counle of other rustlers
manipulated chain hoists that hung from tracks in the ceiling.
They would pull a box over to a tank and lower it to a rustler
clad in hip boots and standing in the soupy muck. The man in
the tank would fill the box while Irish and I went back for
more empties. When the box was filled, the hoist man placed it
on a flatcar and Irish and I hustled it back to Alabama to be
lowered again to the basement. Here, it was placed on another
flatcar and pushed over to the Zinc Leaching Plant to be used
over again in making the solution.
It was hard work but we didn’t ease up; we wanted to make
a good impression. There was no ’’taking five” in that crew.
The rustlers were really making their shovels fly. The chain
hoists hummed a steady tune. It was all Irish and I could do
to keep up with them.
’’For God’s sake, watch what you’re doing,’’ a sodbuster from
North Dakota screamed. One of the rustlers shoveling had splashed
some muck in his eye.
Steve ran over.
"Don’t rub it,” he yelled. "Wash it out here.”
Steve led the fellow to a fountain; then he sent him to the
nurse at the emergency hospital.
"Anyone who gets the slightest hurt should let me know,”
Steve warned. "We have to send everyone to the nurse, watch
your step."
We w'orked more carefully after that. It’s no fun to get
acid in your eye.
After about three hours work we finished cleaning the tanks
and went downstairs to eat.
"Boy, it’s good to get out in the air again."
"You’re telling me."
"How’s the eye, North Dakota?”
"’Sall right."
"Bet she hurt plenty."
We went into the locker room where Steve was selling milk.
"What’s the big idea of the milk?" a fellow frctn Colorado
asked. "New lunch counter service?"
"Naw. Acid," Steve answered.
’Milk counteracts the acid.
If you don’t drink it, your teeth will fall out."
"Nice pleasant place here, isn’t it? Sounds like a guy’s
a fool to work here."
"Naw. You’ll get used to it. There’s lots worse." Steve
looked beligerent. "I’m all right, ain’t I? I been here ten
years."
"Well2It’s no worse than that dust back in North Dakota,"
exclaimed the sodbuster. "At least you get paid for this."
"Yeah, and ah think it’s bettah than down South," said
Alabama, "although Alabama’s a mighty nice place. Ah'd sush like
to go back there on a visit sometime with a lot of money in mah
pocket. ’’
"Where’re you from, Irish?"
"I’m from Butte. Born in Dublin Gulch. I left there about
five years ago. Got fed up on the mines."
-6-

”‘,Tell, this *6.30 ain’t so hard to take, "hat’s the
thirty cents for Steve?"
’’Clothes. This acid eats ’em. You’d better get some aprons.
Get that old canvas off the filters. Otherwise you’ll go broke.’’
After lunch vie sat around smoking and talking until 8
o’clock when Steve routed us out to go upstairs and cleanup. We.
■out the empty boxes away and washed everything down with hoses.
Then we placed the copper bars along the clean tanks, gathered up
our tools and returned to the locker room. It vras just 10 o'clock
and we still had two hours until the end of the shift, i.ost 01
the boys were stretched out taking naps when Steve came in.
""’ell boys, you’re no longer rustlers. You ’re on steady.
The boss says you’re okay, so come hack tomorrow."
Gone were all remembrances of the acid-fog; gone were doubts
raised by the extraordinary precautions of emergency nurse and
milk drinking; gone was the fear of empty stomachs and ejection
from lodgings.
.
"Boy, the depression’s ovah," shouted Alabama.
"And how," chimed in Colorado.
"By God, I oughta get drunk on that," said Irish.
fellow
oughta be able to establish credit, now that he’s gotta job.
North Dakota kicked his feet in the dust and grinned.
-------- the end-------

"What does the professor of Greek get?"
"Oh, about $3,000 a year."
"And the football coach?"
"About $12,000 a year."
"Quite a difference."
"Well, did you ever hear of 60,000 people
cheering a' Greek recitation?"

*****

WHAT MAN LOVES BEST

At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At
At

the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
the
any

age of one—his nurse.
age of five—his mother.
age of ten—his vacations.
age of eighteen—his freedom.
age of twenty—his sweetheart.
age of thirty—his wife.
age of forty—his children.
age of fifty—his club.
age of sixty—his comfort.
age--himself•
*****

To croon—to make a continuous hollow
sound, as cattle in pain.
---Webster’s Unabridged
Dictionary, 1910 Edit.
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SotJ!braham, and cSuto
Charles Parsons

We sat four abreast on the county road. Picking the rocks
ur with a gloved hand we laboriously smashed at them with small
hammers. Rock by stroke by chip, a Tennessee pike was in the
making.
"Dullar two-bits damn good shuckin’," said Sol Leavitt,.
his words distorted by the wad of homegrown tobacco nestled in
his cheek.
The mute to his right nodded in assent.
"W’a’d ya git last’year’n, paw?" asked Abraham, seated on
the other side of the mute.
"Dullar."
Their southern drawl coupled with the impediments of tobac
co and backwoods idioms often left me in the dark as to meaning.
Mercilessly the sun blistered us. Salty sweat rolled off
our brows. My beck began to ache, hands getting, sore. Rocks
pushed un through the burlap cushion I sat on, adding discom
fort to ache.
Ruefully I cussed the day, the hour, the minute, that I so
foolishly wagered Uncle Watt that I could last a week on road
gang.
Thud. Thud. Dull impacts followed one another unceasing
ly.
,
Conversation lagged and spurted at irregular intervals.
Always it stayed within the bounds of the immediate vicinity.
In audible tones we were three, in spirit four.
The mute nodded, grimaced, smiled, frowned, shook his head
in keeping with the talk. Every reaction showed on his face in
brilliant living pantomime. My thirteen years did not under
stand him and his helplessness; his very presence gave me a
funnv feeling deep inside.
Sol carried the brunt of chatter, pausing frequently to
spit straight and far. He talked of neighbors, their crops,
the fishing this year, drought. Abe occasionally added to
his father’s words.
Here was a man whose life had begun and would end in the
dirtv one-room cabin down the pike. One of his boys would
raise a family there, and grind out a meager living on.the
primitive sorghum mill as his ancestors had, boiling his ex
istence from the soil. Fifty-five years Sol had lived.in that
hovel. Never in all those years had he used an electric light,
heafd a radio, talked on a telephone, or even seen a bathtub.
Sol lived oblivious to the advances of science, modern civil
ization, as did his offspring.
Once a month his Mecca was Shelbyville—his object, the
purchese of bare necessities. In over half a century of.liv
ing, the eight miles to the county seat had been the maximum
radius of his wanderings in any direction from that shack he
knew and loved as home.
Abraham was a large, bony, anemic-looking youth of eigh
teen years. Like his fether, he had never had a day of school
ing in his life, never had the necessity of reading or writing

entered the span of his life. He had once been to Unionville,
ten miles along the pike. The desperate ride had been in vain.
Little Sarah had lived, her mother and his mother, had died.
He didn’t want to remember that ride. He forgot it.
VJhere the mute lived I never knew. Nor his name. Only
now I can see that poor soul, so sadly silenced by nature. He
lived his physical life much as Sol and Abe. Simply. Plodding
ly. His inner life much different. Pouncing on the words of
others. Finding expression second hand. Whether his life was
enhanced or meager for it, is not for me to say. The mute could
sift words hypocritically and still be true to himself.
Thud. Thud. Thud. The last rock was crushed, the labor
ious job was done. We had earned our money.
I won the bet. Learned to chew tobacco. Earned my first
dollar. Saw American life in its ultimate simplicity.
77hen the going gets tough I often threaten to throw books,
radio, knowledge in the fire. Buy a ticket for Shelbyville.
Stop!
I’ve gone too far to go back. Sol, Abe, and the mute have
stood still too long to go forward.
They’re hanpy. Am I?

Christ’s name hides
A multitude of wrong:
The vzeak are broken
To glorify the strong;

We war, and hate
With ’’Jesus'* on our tongue :
The King of Love
As a battle song is sung!
All through our life
Men have killed and died
In ’’Christian war.'* On the sword
Christ is crucified!

--Margaret Lovely

—Q_

cAoPori 'Pictures
Ray Hugos

During the time that I have been attending the University,
I have formed the habit of going to the movies frequently. To
them I have turned for relaxation and enjoyment. Motion pic
tures have met my need and have provided me with many hours of
satisfaction. Occasionally, of course, I have seen some very
poorly conceived pictures. Yet, regardless of these
they have met my needs very well considering their limitation .
What are these limitations? I have critically.examined many
motion pictures and have concluded that there is one major
fault. Movies are unable to embrace a situation completely*
accurately, because of the limits of camera, money, and time.
It is rather difficult to show my lines of thought without
an adequate illustration. Immediately to my mind springs
Horizon, directed by Frank Capra. In all our critics^
there was only the highest praise for this superb production.
Justly so, for the acting was effective, the scenery was accu
rate, the plot was splendidly adapted to the motion picture,
and the director showed a fine regard for the driving efiects
possible in the play. But for me it lacked the complete ef
fects, the emotional release provided by the book. Lost Horizon.
The picture contained all the wealth, the best acting talent,
and the greatest directing ability that Hollywood had, yet th
original four hundred-page book afforded me greater entertain
ment and affected me more deeply than the magnificent display
fr0“ BeSiS^'this, I believe that the key to the disadvantages
of the movies lies within me; an obstacle beyond which a motion
picture cannot go. A few words in a book tempted.my imagination,
led me to see the great, sombre plains and mountains of China,
made me feel the beauty and mystery of a lost world, led.me tar
beyond the boundaries of mere sight. While the motion pic ur
could only lav before my eyes a powerful drama that I accepted
and admired, but felt no desire to go into any farther.than my
eves led me. The picture had provided me with the motion pic
ture industry’s idea of what Lost Horizons were. Beyond this
example my mind had little temptation to wander. So, wi
.
movie’s limitations of space and time, the motion picture ws _
Horizon was not as complete or as full as the book, -he p
left me satisfied that I had seen a marvelous spectacle, but we
book filled me with a burning desire to travel to China, to see
those towering, snow-capped mountains, to delve deep m o . e
bland, stoical East, to find the mysteries of an unknown world.
’When I had finished the book I felt sad and tired. I had nor
sat back and watched action pass before me; instead I had trav
eled to Chine, climbed the mountains, and talked with the race
that never dies. I had really lived in the world of lost Horizz
ons.
******

Mr. Chamberlain, if first you don’t concede, fly, fly again.
-10-

The customary salute to young boys has always been, "And
what are you going to be when you grow up?” Today little girls
are asked the same question, for now nearly every woman must
decide early or late in life—"What am I going to do?
Will the average young woman of today be a successful woman
of tomorrow without a college education? The mere fact that the
number of women college students is increasing each year makes
the new question one for consideration. What are these
women seeking? By the simple expedient of asking a few of them
I learned that they all "wanted an education”. Then I asked why.
The result was like running a ream of paper through a mimeograpn
education was going to "get them places.” They did not seem to
know how or why college would get them to the desired destinations
but somehow it would. All in all that bit of research was quite
unsatisfactory. But it led to a final question, which tome,
solved the entire problem. VJhatshould a young woman obtain from
her college training?
„
Women with specific training obtained in college have oiten
emerged to find no available place for themselves in their chosen
field. They began to work along an entirely.different line a
line in which they had had no previous vocational training, and .
yet they succeeded. Why? Because they had some fundamental asls
on which to build their success. Their college education was an
education in the right use of increasing income and increasing
leisure—in other words in the art of fine living.
Upon the college rests the responsibility of seeing that those
who should be, and more or less unconsciously and unavoidably
will be, the leaders of humanity, have some knowledge of.what
fine living is and the desire to realize it. And fine living must
be decided for oneself. In college is found understanding an
inspiration for such shaping of liTe.
The choice of work, of course, depends on the reason xor
working. Recently a survey was conducted by the ’'/omen’s North
Carolina College for -Women, querying, "’'Thy do you want to work.
Five hundred sixty-eight college workers stated that they worK
for such reasons as financial, demand for service, loneliness,
love of work, leisure, principle, career, contacts and family
relations. 'Women work because they wish themselves, their omes
and families to enjoy high standards of living. They work because
the compensation they receive clothes and feeds not only kem“
selves but parents, children and sometimes ailing husban s.
women work because they love workj almost always their going in o
business has a practical purpose.
.
The professions that require long years of training or those
in which the prejudice against women is so great as.to give, em
little opportunity such as architecture, law, medicine, engineer
ing, foreign representation, etc., I will not discuss. For women
they are precarious and unadvisable, unless she has a wonder u
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natural capacity for professional v/ork combined with a great
tenacity of purpose. The opening for women in such professions
is small and most women find themselves seriously handicapped by
both prejudice and especially their own interests for their homes
and families. Therefore I shall only take up those fields in
which women are really competent and have proven themselves sueC 6 S S f* LI 11 •

’’Advertising is the hardest, most interesting, most exaspera
ting, satisfying, worthwhile and exciting business that ever en
gaged the time and talents of a group of people." Therefore ad
vertising demands leadership to a striking degree. The success
ful advertising woman needs to be a growing person, adaptable,
alert, and always creative. Since women are inherently gifted
with a flair for style, a sense of beauty, and an appreciation for
detail, they are naturally fitted for newspaper and magazine ad
vertising, particularly ’when that advertising is read by the
woman shopper. It is estimated that women buy 80 to 90 per cent
of the things used in daily life, and, as one successful adver
tising woman expresses it, "It takes a woman to understand a woman
and speak her own language." Opportunities for advancement are
good on the whole. Salaries today range from a possible ,?1200 a
year to
a year, and in a few cases 225,000.
The field of advertising is large and varied falling.into
two broad classes: national advertising, placed largely in the
magazines, and retail advertising, mostly in local newspapers.
Here there are many positions—the advertising manager, assistant
advertising manager, copywriters, illustrators, stenographers, and
those who attend to the detail of having advertisements corrected,
revised, and released.
It is hard to give any facts on the length of training re
quired. Some advanced agencies have well-planned courses of
training; for instance, the J. ’'alter Thompson Agency in New York.
Colleges and even preparatory schools also often offer courses in
advertising. A college-trained girl could begin her advertising
career as a copy-writer without any previous advertising training
in a good organization. But it is generally hard to find an open
ing under these circumstances, and the college trained girl usually
finds it necessary to give a year or more acquiring some business
experience before she finds a satisfactory opening. That is why
stenography is such a ‘good opening wedge for the college girl who
wants to be an advertising woman. Undergraduate courses recom
mended are English, economics, psychology, stenography. Textiles
and home economics should also be understood by the woman adver
tiser..
Copy-writing is the big opportunity for women..The qualifica
tions are hard to define. A brief, graceful style in writing is
necessary. It is also important to have a liking for other people
and a power to put one’s self quickly in the other person’s place
and get his viewpoint.
The advantage of such work is its fascination, bringing you
in contact wi th keen minds and gives a superficial knowledge of
many businesses. No two days are alike, for no two accounts are
alike. The disadvantage is that advertising is a hard master.
Your time is never definitely your own.
There are no statistics available of the number of women in
this work, but the number constantly increases. Y’omen have just
broken into this wo rk and the number engaged in it Will probably
double within the next few years.
-12-

A position as a buyer also offers excellent opportunities.
College women trained to think for themselves, to recognize
authority, to cooperate, to analyze facts, to meet people fairly
and squarely, and to recognize the need of service to all, are
making good buyers and will help to increase the demand as well
as the supply. The buyer must begin at the bottomland work to
the top. A leading shoe buyer’s first job was.behind a depart
ment store counter. She didn’t like it and quit. Her next jobs
were not much better. Then an assignment to report fashions for
a specialty shop showed her that stylists had neglected leather.
She promoted color styles in women’s shoes and made nine male
owners of large stores shoe-style conscious. Result: a large
salary and complete authority in the shoe purchases of their
stores. Clothes buyers have an added interest in their work,
since the buying of clothes necessitates annual trips to Paris,
London, and Berlin. The Baron I'anchaussen, himself, never en
joyed his journeys with greater zeal than do the buyers on Euro
pean purchasing trips.
In the program of child welfare one of the most fascinating
branches is the nursery school teacher, and ’’pre—school education
is almost entirely a woman’s field.” The nursery school gives
scientific physical and psychological care, and keeps an exhaus
tive clinical study of each child. The nursery school teacher
must have some of the knowledge and skill of the trained.nurse,
together with the attitude and ability of a wise, intelligent
mother. "She must also have a knowledge of psychiatry or mental
hygiene and be skilful in the use of such knowledge in meeting
the emotional disturbances and behavior problems of child life.”
An intelligent knowledge of nutrition is needed to follow the
program mapped out by experts in this field, as well as.a know
ledge of correct habits of sleep and posture. In addition she
must have a full knowledge of the relation of her curriculum to
those in kindergarten and primary education with their literature,
art, music, games, dances, and social studies as carried forward
in modern education.
Host universities have opened new departments of child wel
fare where such training is given. It requires time, a good
academic, professional, and cultural background. Good health and
intelligence are also essential. "Such teachers will command res
pect for themselves and their work. They will be leaders in any
community and must be paid accordingly."
Kindergarten work is also becoming a vital factor in American
education, and the demand for kindergarten teachers is great.
Students are admitted to the kindergarten training school where
a two-year course is offered. Opportunity for advancement may be
made in playground work. A girl may make playground work her
special study and advance until she is ready to supervise the
playgrounds of an entire city.
"The GREAT field of teaching is bounded on the north by
frozen tradition. From this region come the cartoonists who for
ever picture the teacher as an impossible termagant, the school
boy as awaking in tears daily because the schoolhouse hasn’t
burned down in the night.” Here also dwell the authorities that
warm up when fury seizes them at the mildest suggestion that the
tfeachecr*s salaries should be raised. Their retort never varies,
’’Teachers are paid too much now!"
Teaching has always been an underpaid profession. The
teacher is peculiarly a public character whose life is an open

book under the most searching scrutiny of 'watchful and critical
eyes, and an exceptional standard of conduct is demanded.
Despite these disadvantages, to the east of this field lies
the land of sunrise. To the teacher are entrusted the traditions
and ideals of the country. Daily new progress can be seen; new
interests take shape and color. This field also offers a good
social position and brings one in contact with educated people.
Teaching also implies a 'wealth of character, of tact, of
patience, of quiet competence. A sense of humor and under
standing are essential. It is truly a profession requiring lofty
ideals and a love of young people. For the best teaching is not
done out of a book but out of a life--what is put into a young
person’s spirit is as important as what is put into his head.
Librarianship is an educational profession that takes an
exceedingly careful and thorough preparation. A librarian needs
the widest possible background of culture and general information.
Knowledge of books is indispensable, and the education of the
prospective librarian should include languages, literature, natur
al science, social science, and history. Specialists in a given
field such as music, art, archaeology, domestic science, and
journalism are also needed in library service. To."know some
thing about everything and everything about something” is the
goal. A college course or its equivalent is indispensable.
The /ays of entrance to the library field are various. Train
ing or apprentice classes are conducted by some public libraries.
The only trouble with the apprentice class route to librarian
ship is that it takes the ambitious climber too much time.to get
to the top. A shorter method is to enter an accredited library
school at once.
’’From every standpoint of library service the lack of person
nel is acute.” There are many forms of library service such as
administrative, adult educational, reader’s advisor,.catalogers
and classifiers, research assistants, and the librarians of
highly specialized technical collections. There are also the
more familiar government and state librarians, county librarians,
and small public librarians. There is also a rare.opportunity
for teachers to specialize in the school library field where there
is a steadily increasing demand, and the elementary school library
is a coming institution. The salaries in this field are good on
the whole, the average ranging from >1500 to J310,000.
The business or industry that offers the greatest opportunity
now and in the future is retailing. It is the field in which ne
largest number of people are employed and where the most.money
is made. ’’Trade is the garden expression for the operation the
economists call distribution. Everything grown or manufactured
has to be sold, and nothing has ever taken the place of the
human being when it comes to selling or distributing. ’
In 1935, the last year for which figures are available, re
tail sales were over }33,000,000,000 and there were 3,284,723
people employed in the retail trade. General estimates are that
there are now over 4,000,000 people employed in retailing. .
Retailing also offers equal opportunities in jobs and salaries
to women.
.
Its drawbacks are in the long hours, and the great amount
of sheer physical labor that is involved. Salaries on the lower
rungs are distressingly low, but the business is constantly n
need of youth. Because there is a large turnover, there are
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always many available jobs* You can get ahead faster than in
any other calling, and the rewards for intelligent perseverance
are often very lucrative.
The great department store is packed with opportunities of
every description. Selling is only one of the occupations. In
large department stores, there is the personnel director, the
head of the training school, the department psychologists, the
advertisers, the publicity managers, the sales managers, the
interior decorators, and in some cases even doctors and nurses.
If you are a college graduate, especially one who has had
some courses concerned with retailing, your chances will be .
bright. There are also scouts from the large stores who visit
principally colleges hunting promising material for.executive.
positions. If you are chosen, you are then placed in a training
squad and given an intensive training in every department of the
store and are ultimately placed in the one for which you are best
fitted.
.
.
.
Most big stores have such training plans—rFileneTs in Boston,
J.L. Hudson Co. in Detroit, Bullock’s in Los Angeles, Hutzler
Brothers in Baltimore, Macy's in New York, etc.
The qualifications necessary for such positions.are good
health, an attractive appearance, and an ability to indicate
style-consciousness in dress, choice of colors and fabrics., on
must also have a dynamic personality, be alert and responsive,
and sincerely like people. In such a business one must be aoie
to grasp each persons environment and problem.
Work which meets imperative human need and which can never
be done by machines is as dependable as any can.be. Providing
food and shelter is one of the primary needs which will always
require men and women. Restaurants and hotels, as we know
em
today, represent a practically new and constantly expanding
industry due to our changing way of life. There are all kinds
of new places to eat—drugstores, filling stations, department
stores, and tea shoppes. And it is a business packed witn
opportunities for young people with vigor.and imagination.
Hotels offer the greatest possibilities because of th
infinite variety of occupations within their walls. A
g
is almost a cross-section of a city’s life.
.
.
’’The fascination of the hotel lies in the fact that it is_
romance, for there the world comes to you.. Luggage la e e
Salt Lake City or Singapore; princes and circus clowns, «°Jarian
and criminals--all of life drifts through the hotel doors.
The hotel operates almost every sort of business.. Lany
hotels employ graduate dieticians. Some retain interior ec
tors to arrange furniture in every room., and plan and supervis
attractive and comfortable effects.
Thile the bulk o
hotels
employees are men, there are good chances for.women, o
maintain kindergarten teachers for guest’s children,
shopper’s assistants; some have women to supervise and
social events. All housekeeper’s posts are a feminine P^rotive. Some women rise to management, and some even
onerat°d
owners. Indeed, twenty-three percent of our h°tels are operand
by women, which is two percent more than are owned by c?rporation.
Tht
of an average hotel—about 500 rocms--is likely
to earn }5,600 a year; the chef will make
)2,200. These are average salaries estimated by the exp
the trade journal, Hotel Management.
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Resort hotels such as Sun Valley, Idaho, offer many jobs,
and the wayside inns and tourist parks are becoming increas
ingly popular. With very little capital you can start one
yourself. Hrs. Nora II. Cobo, who operates a beautiful one at
Burlingame, California, says the first requisite for those who
operate and work in them is that they be good housekeepers
and good hosts. The apartment hotels are also very popular and
offer similar positions.
The restaurant business seems almost designed for youth.
Of necessity it demands healthy, alert young people. The indi
vidually owned restaurant may express the personality of its
owner and become very famous.
Chain restaurants such as Childs offer many opportunities.
It employs about 6,000 people in its administrative and store
personnel, and they are positions filled bv young people. The
management is composed of them and believes in them. Childs also
has a representative scouting for employees in the schools.
The hotel and restaurant business has changed greatly in
the last twenty-five years. It has become an industry where
merchandising, sales ability and efficient organization are vital.
Now trained people are wanted. At present, 121 colleges have
departments of institutional management. Some of the greatest
universities such as Cornell have whole schools of hotel manage
ment, and Cornell authorities show that there is a growing de
mand for trained people.
Then there is motion picture work. Possibly ninetenths of
the young women today dream, hopefully or hopelessly, of becoming
famous stars of the ’’movies”. Considering that of the hundred
thousand men and women engaged in producing motion pictures in
America only about six thousand are actors and actresses, the
majority of those dreams will remain--just dreams. However, there
are the business ranks of motion pictures to consider, which offer
a variety of opportunities. The script girl, the reader, the
cutter, the wardrobe mistress, the beautician, the secretary to
the star, and the highest paid person of all, the director, find
good paying positions in one of the most interesting kinds of work.
Only women with an insatiable love of labor should attempt to enter
this field for they ’’work or prepare for work twenty-four hours
a day throughout the year.” A thousand dollars a week is a small
income for a successful director. "But unless you are hardy and
determined, the director’s role is not for you. '*'ait until the
profession has emerged from its embryonic state and a system,
has been evolved by which the terrific weight of responsibility
can be lifted from one pair of shoulders. When that time comes
I believe that women will find no finer calling.”
The opportunities for women in business and the professions
have broadened during the past decade, but a woman must still
be more able than a man and do more work to get and hold the same
job. ’^omen find a slower, more arduous climb to success than do
their borthers. But, if young women could be persuaded to take a
longer view of their work and to prepare themselves st*=“p by
step for excellent positions in the future, instead of demanding
large immediate returns regardless of the possibilities of
promotion, they would have less cause to complain of "blind alley”
occupations.
ie-

Edna Maye Croonenberghs
"No, John, I don’t think you can afford a hunting trip
this fall. The license fee, gas and all.......... "
My wife’s voice droned on and on. Measuring a deer hunt
in dollars and cents I!
"But, Mary, you don’t understand," I broke in at last, carressing the rifle in my hands. "A deer hunt is more than a
tramp ii the woods I It’s a tonic. Sets me up for the winter.
Sunrise in the mountains...dinner over an open fire.
"Besides," I continued, "a nice big buck would set us up in
meat for the winter." I was back on the old dollar angle again.
You see I’ve been married quite a spell.
Oh, I did myself proud that night. You can judge for your
self: Daybreak the next Saturday found me equipped for the trail,
and accompanied by—my wife!
J!y brother, Henry, runs a filling station within shooting
distance of some of the best deer country in the west. "re used
his house as the jumping-off place.
Henry was up early to see us start. I saw him glance from
the ancient carbine in my wife’s hands to the well oiled mechan
ism of my new telescope—equipped .3CC. He turned to Mary,
pointing a scornful finger at the antique firearm.
"You’re not going deer hunting with that...that..relic, are
you?"
• .
"Of course she is," I answered for her, quick-like. I didn t
want this family hunt to get off on the wrong foot. I've been
married quite a spell. "That’s just the rifle for a woman. Short,
handy, and..and..light," I finished, lamely.
"Yeah, so’s a .22 pistol." Mary, busy for the rabment tighten
ing up a moccasin lace, didn’t get that last, for which I was
grateful. True, the "relic," as my brother called it, was rather
a museum-piece, an old ,44-40 that came out shortly after the
Civil ”’ar. But outside of my own pet rifle, it was the only
shooting-iron I owned bigger than a .22. Besides, I figured, even
if it did have a trajectory like a 1929 stock-market chart, ..lary
would never know the difference.
The sun’did not choose to shine that morning. Instead the
sky was gray, threatening. I could see from the lock on i.ary s
face that she had taken my rosy words all too literally the other
night, and the fact that the sun remained hidden she regarded as
a reflection on my honesty.
Dinner wasn't any great success, either, I had taken along
only a cold lunch, not wanting to build the "open fire I had so
recklessly mentioned the other night. Besides, one of xlary s
heavy socks had started a blister, adding nothing to the
spirit."
Morning had thrown no deer across our path. Pretty soon
Mary dropped onto a log. "I’m not going any farther,
sal
"I don’t believe there’s a deer in the whole state of Montana.
Besides, my foot hurts." Just like a woman; bored already, just
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because we hadn’t jumped a few herd of deer the first sik hours
out. But there was no use arguing. ’’Okay, dear,” I said, ’’You
sit right here. I just want to circle ’round this hill.” I
trudged off slowly, dejectedly. Here I was, first day out, my
wife for a hunting companion, and she was completely soured on
the expedition already. I no sooner got around the base of that
hill when I saw the buck, broadside to me and about halfway up
the slope. As I centered the crosshairs of my ’scope on him he
sure looked to me like one of Santa Claus’ team. I picked a
spot just behind the shoulder and low, and squeezed the trigger.
”Tith a spang of the bullet he bounded over the brow of the hill.
Leisurely I worked the le ver of the Savage once and took after
him. With a 180-grain slug where I knew that one to be,I gave
Mr. Buck a hundred yards, two hundred at the most, before he fell.
As I topped the rise I heard him crashing the brush near the foot
of the hill. Then came the roar of a big-bored, black-powder gun.
For the moment, I had forgotten Mary. Now I charged down the
slope in the path that my buck had taken, and at no less speed,
yelling. There she was—my wife—dancing around the carcass of
a fallen buck, wildly brandishing that ancient carbine. She had
her foot on the fallen trophy. ”1 got him, John, I got him,”
she cried, ”He came out of the brush there—right toward me•
Isn’t he a dandy? I didn’t even have time to aim, just threw up
the gun and fired. He dropped in his tracks.”
I examined the buck carefully, turning him on both sides.
There was one wound, .low, behind the shoulder. ’’You fired, too,
didn’t you, John?” my wife was asking. ”1 thought I heard a shot,
just before I brought this fellow down.” "Yes”, I replied,
took a shot at a buck.” ’’Get ’im?” "No,” I lied, ’’must have
missed."
"Never mind," she said, putting her hand on my arm.
go every day next week till you get yours.”
"Yes Mary,” I said............... you see, I’ve been married quite
a spell.1* .
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BOYD COCHRELL
The road was bumpy and a screen of dust rose up behind us.
The sun was vague behind thickening gray clouds, leaving the
July day cool. All of us sat on boards swung between the green
sideboards of the truck. I stuck my hands in my pockets and
faced straight ahead into the wind. I had my foot on my hat to
keep it from blowing away. The wind on my face made me ieel
better, but my stomach was still like rusty scrap iron.
,
The others talked and laughed. I tried to listen but could
nt. Someone passed around some candy and I took a piece.
made my mouth taste awful. I wanted a drink of water. The others
were having a good time.
_
"!e went on and on and the others became quiet too*, T
wind didn’t pep me up any more and I just stared straight ahe d
and felt like I had gone for days without sleep.
ten it C-S^n
to rain I moved to look at the others. Two fellows sat on the
floor with their backs against the cab of the truck. ..ost oi
the others sat with their backs to the front. I put on my hat
and stayed where I v<as. It got really cold.
‘7e drove on and on. The trees were thick all around and
when we came to an open space you could see forests eve*T" e ’
stretching up and over all the hills, ^enj»e were amongst the
trees that was all there was in sight. It had stopped raimnfo,
but water blew off the trees and was just about as -ad.
After a long time I tried to light a cigarette. The wind
kept blowing out my matches. The others laughed and I pretended
it was funny too. Finally I had to borrow a fellow s lighted
cigarette and light mine from it. It tasted terrible an I
wished I hadn’t lit it. I didn’t smoke it much.
Someone who had been on blister rust before said
,
getting close. I threw my cigarette away and looked aroun .
There were rich wet green trees everywhere. Thereves a ereek
running along not far from the road. You could
inOk so
le from the trees at times. I wished everything didn t look

After while we came to a bridge and the truck drove over it.
On the other side was a cleared space under the tre
cars were parked there.
’’This must be it,” someone said.
»r«bbed
”’e stood up and the truck slowed down and stopped. I gra
my suitcase and waited for the others to climb o .
nrittine
around to see where we were. The road went straig
moan
a swath through the big trees. The wind was making them moan^
There was a footpath winding into the trees from
had parked. Voices sounded queer. It was still cold an I
almost shivering.
, .
+
«nd
A forest service car was parked in front of
_ f nn
a man in a uniform of forest service green leane mp^urinated
the running board and looked at a notebook. T*.
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openly at the side of the road. I was startled and started to
glance around, but I remembered we were far from any town. The
thought of no town for the whole summer all of a sudden made me
want to cry. I wanted to go back to town.
The man in the uniform started calling our names. I walked
closer and tried to answer casually when my name was called.
Then he told us how to get to the camps. Two were on the same
trail which forked on aways. Three miles seemed awful and I
v/as scared. Three miles to hike with my suitcase. Two others
had them and I was glad not to be the only one.
The men with packsacks started up the trail. I picked up my
suitcase and followed. One man with partly gray hair put a
stick over his shoulder and hung his suitcase on it. I wondered
if I should, but I hurried on. I didn’t want to be last.
The sun was shining in places, but under the trees it was
dark and damp. I tried to walk easy so I wouldn’t get tired
quick. In front of me was a big fellow, almost fat. I thought
I’d follow him because he wouldn’t go fast. In front of us they
walked fast and were soon away ahead. But the big fellow just
kept a good steady pace. I could hear some others quite far
behind us.
’7e came to a hill and the trees weren’t so thick. The slope
was quite gradual and I thought it wouldn’t be bad. The big
fellow didn’t go too fast. Halfway up there was a shortcut to
the trail above. It was steep. Some were dim ing up it, I was
already hot and tired. I switched the suitcase to the other hand.
The climb looked awful.
"I’m going round”, the big fellow said. ’’That’s what they
made the switchhack for."
"Ke too,” I said.
'7e were quite far behind now. The trail ran along the edge
of the hill we had just climbed. The sun was shining through
thin clouds. It was hot and I took off my coat. The big fellow
'was breathing hard. There was sweat on the back of his neck. He
talked some, but I didn’t answer very well. I felt terrible and
thought wouldn’t it be awful if I couldn’t make it.
There was another hill, longer and steeper than the first. I
wanted to stop. The suitcase bumped the side of my knee. I
switched hands and we started up the hill. I wished I were the
guys I could see on top. They disappeared and we went up. The
sun felt brighter than it was on my back. The hill looked awfully
long.
"Good thing it rained,” the big fellow said. "It’d sure be
dusty."
"Yeah," I said.
’’.’hen we reached the top it was level. The trees weren’t big
and thick anymore, just little jack pines. After we went quite a
ways the big fellow stopped and sat down. I was awfully tired but
tried not to show it. The big fellow breathed in puffs and the
sweat ran down his face like rain on a window. He looked at me.
"Don’t you blow?” he said.
"I guess so,” I said
"You aren’t even sweating,” he said,.
"Some,” I said,, Uy body was hot and prickly under my clothes.
It felt terrible.
The three men behind us passed and didn't say anything. They
looked hot and tired too. The man with the gray hair didn’t have
his suitcase on the stick anymore.
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’’I’m getting thirsty,'* I said. IZy mouth -was dry and hurt
when I closed it. ’"lien the big fellow wasn’t looking I picked
up a little rock and put it in my mouth. The dirt didn’t help
any but pretty soon my mouth was juicy again.
The sun faded and it wasn’t too hot. But the suitcase
banged my knee and my hands hurt from carrying the dead weight.
The trail was level and going wasn’t so bad. ”re passed the guys
resting who had passed us. I began to think I might make it.
YJhen we got to the fork in the trail I was awfully tired
again, ’"e sat down. The big fellow was still sweating and puf
fing. I was prickly.
There was a board nailed on a tree. It said which way to
each camp. I found out the big fellow was going to the camp
I wasn’t going to. I didn’t want to go on alone. Then the three
fellows we’d passed came up and sat down* The man with the gray
hair had some whiskey. He offered us some. The big fellow shook
his head. He still puffed a little.
”It’d kill me now,’’ he said and smiled.
"No thanks," I said, "I had mine last night."
The gray haired man and another fellow took some.
’’’■Jhich camp are you going to?" a young fellow asked me*
"Four fifty-two," I said. He was going there too.
Pretty soon the big fellow and another guy started on. I
told the big fellow good bye. He was nice.
The
The three of us with suitcases started towards our camp. T
path went up hill again only not so steep, ^he^clouds^were.getting
thick and the sun v/asn’t shining. JZy knees hurt when the suites
bumped and I switched hands more often. My hands were red and
sore and my shoulders ached. *7e didn’t go very fast. . The t
were changing again, getting thicker and not so many jac pin .
The man with the gray hair said his name was Al fathers and asked
me and the young fellow what our names were. The young, ie
name was Joe Allen. Al finished his whiskey and threv/ awey th
bottle.
"I’m going to flunky," he.said.
"Been out before," Joe said.
.
"Yeah," he said. "I used to cook. Tried to get that tnis
summer, but couldn’t. It’s kinds hard working for another guy.
I wanted to flunky instead of working on the hot hillsides,
but was too tired to ask if he’d want to trade with me.
..
"re went on. It seemed longer than three miles. Thesuitca
was awfully heavy. I tried carrying it on my.shoulder but my
arm got numb and sore and I had to let the suitcase hang,
was ahead and went quite fast, but Al and I took our time,
trail went down hill a little, hut I was too. tired to care,
began to rain hard. *"e put on our coats.
e went on an
He was soaking wet from going first. The brush was wet and.hung
over the trail so all the water shook off on you* I went iirs
because the water was cool. 'I felt better.
"I’d rather have rain than the heat," I said.
"Yeah, it’s better," Al said.
"But I’m sure wet," Joe said.
Once Al thought we’d gotten off the right trail because
one we were on was faint. But we went on and it got well >
again. ”’e saw some white rocks ahead and thought it was camp,
seemed like we’d gone a lot more than three miles.
The trees were ti3 a3aln. The path just went v/indm; around
oo

under them and there vjasn’t any brush to bother about. It was the
sort of place you like for a picnic, shaded and clear and pretty.
The rain hardly came through at all.
Then we came to a little creek. I was glad. I just lay
down in the mud and drank. I couldn’t have gotten any wetter.
I drank slow to enjoy it. The water was cold and clear and tasted
so fresh. I felt lots better.
It was easy going now mider the big trees on level ground.
It was a sort of valley because hills cut off the view on each
side. You had to look straight up to see the sky through the big
trees. It was quite dark because of the clouds and hills and
trees, although it was only the middle of the afternoon, ”’e
didn’t rest anymore but just went right on. I was tired but it
didn’t matter anymore.
Then we came to camp. I expected to hear people in it so I
would know when we were coming to it. But we just turned a corner
of the trail and went a little ways and then we saw the tents
through the big trees. It looked wet and sad. Just tents in a
row with trees all around. A hill went up not far behind the tents.
Then there was a little flat space, then the creek and another hill
on the other side. Under the trees it was all open like picnic
grounds and looked lite it would be nice when it wasn’t wet.
V’e jumped the creek and went up to the first tent. It wasn’t
like the rest. It was raised off the ground on logs and had a
little porch and steps. A man with neatly combed gray hair stood
on the porch and grinned at us•
”Hello,” Joe said. ’’You the boss?” The man nodded. ”1 got
a note for you." The man came down the steps and took the note.
It was a list of the new men. He looked at it a long time.
"All right," he said. "Go find you a place to sleep." He
said to Al, "You can go on over to the cook shack."
Al went off and we followed, '7e pulled pack the flap of the
first tent and stuck our heads in. Some of the fellows who had
been in the truck were lying there on their cots. They said
hello. ’?e went in and looked around. There was a fire in a
flat tin stove against the back wall. I sat down and felt dead
tired. There were folded up cots and sleeping tags piled in the
middle of the floor. Somebody said to get some before they were
all gone. I picked out a bag and cot that looked fairly new.
They told us to find a tent before the good places were taken.
Joe and I took our cots and bags and went out. '\Te tried each
tent but the next to the last one was the only one with any room
left. We went in. There were three guys there.
"Mind if we come in here," Joe said.
A tall fellow stood up.
"No, come on in", he said. "My name’s Jones and it isn’t a
phoney." I tried to smile. ”.’e shook hands.
"Can you make good conversation?" a guy with blue eyes said,
lying on his back on his cot.
"I guess so," I said.
"Then make yourselfs at home," he said.
They helped us set up our cots. ’7e went back and got our
suitcases. I took off my wet pants and shoes and put on some
old worn out ones I had brought. I put my wet clothes by the
stove and said I hoped they would get dry by morning because
they were the only good ones I had.
"If it rains all night we won’t have to work tomorrow,

anyway," the blue-eyed fellow said.
"I hope it does," I said. "I need a day to rest up in."
"Yeah," Joe said.
"’Yell, while there’s life there’s hope as the old maid
says," Jones said. He sounded like a hick.
"Cut the clowning, Jonesy," the other fellow in the tent
said •
"All right, Regan," Jones said. "Don’t get sore." He looked
at me. "Regan and me are old pals," he said.
I lay down and just rested. .The guy with the blue eyes
didn’t say anything and Jones and Regan kept clowning. Joe worked
around fixing a place for his suitcase and hanging a wire for his
clothes. I was so tired I just lay there and didn’t even think.
I could hear the guys in the other tents and the rain plunking on
the roof, just a drop now and then. I felt dull and funny likd
I wasn’t even there even if I could see and hear everything.
Pretty soon someone yelled come and get it. Everyone rushed
out of the tent and over to the cook shack. There weren’t ar.y
walls on the cook shack and it was cold. There was lots of stuff
to eat. I didn’t feel hungry and the food hardly tasted, but I
ate quite a bit.
It was already getting dark when we got through. I asked
somebody what time it was and he said five o'clock. I laid down
on my bunk again and lit a cigarette.
"Smoking tailor-mades, huh?" Jones said. "You’ll have to
start rolling your own pretty soon."
"I guess so," I said, "’rant one?"
"No thanks," he said. "Never use them. .Can’t see anything
in it, myself."
It got dark and the blue-eyed fellow lit the gas lamp. Jones
was afraid it would blow up. Then someone from another tent stuck
his head in the flap and wanted a pinochle player. I said I’d
go •
Everyone in the other tent was having a good time, telling
jokes and cutting up. Four of us played cards without paying,
much attention to the game. I kept yewning and getting sleepier.
It was only seven-thirty.
Pretty soon I quit and went back to my tent. It wasn’t rain
ing anymore. Joe and the blue-eyed fellow and Jones were talking
and Regan was reading. I sat down on my cot,
"It’s stopped raining," I said.
"If it doesn’t rain during the night so the brush can dry off
we can work tomorrow," the blue-eyed fellow said.
"I’d-just as soon rest tomorrow and break into this thing
gradually," Joe said.
"I don’t want to lose the pay," the blue-eyed fellow said.
"It ain’t -bad. Nothing to it."
"Jesus, I don’t even know what we’re looking for," Jones said.
"You’ll learn, you dope," Regan said. "That’s what you’re
here for."
The boss came in afterwhile. "re had to fill out some papers.
He didn’t say much and pretty soon he left.
Not long after we turned in. I undressed and was the first
one in bed. Regan turned out the lamp.
The darkness felt like a balm. I just lay there and let the
tiredness roll over me. The light from the next tent came in a
little and I could hear fellows talking but it didn’t bother me.
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My eyes closed and I didn’t ever want to open them again. I just
lay there. I was so tired it hurt.. I didn’t want to ever get
up or ever move again
I thought, Oh, God, make it rain tomorrow.
Please, God.

’’The sun,” said John Bull impressively, "never sets on
English dominion. Do you understand how that is?”
"Oh, yes,” replied the American Indian, ’’that is because
God is afraid to trust them in the dark.”

Cows are of the bovine ilk;
One end is moo, the other milk
—Ogden Nash
Encore is the grumble of the crowd who want more than
their money’s worth.

CONCEIT: There isn’t a parallel of latitude but thinks
it would have been the equator if it had had its rights.
--Mark Twain
’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

STUDENT BONER: '’The Armistice was signed on the 11th of
November, 1918, and ever since then every year there has been
Two Minutes’ Peace.”

A jury is a body of twelve men selected to decide which of
the contestants has the best lawyer.
Sign along road at entrance to a western town:
4,076 PEOPLE DIED LAST YEAR OF GAS
29 INHALED IT
47 PUT A LIGHTED MATCH TO IT
AND 4,000 STEPPED ON IT.

’Ehen you take stuff from one writer it’s plagiarism, but
when you take from many writers it’s called research.
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tftjcilm'ma
Bryan Honkawa
It was during the early moments of evening. The full moon
cast yellow reflections upon the rippling water. Slowly the boat
bobbing up and down, streamed around the jagged shore line.. Then
an excited passenger suddenly jumped up exclaiming, "There it is!
There it is!" At first my heart skipped a beat as I feasted my
eyes upon this work of nature and art. Little twinkling lights,
like the stars above, were scattered here and there on the sides
of the thickly-wooded hills. (How different were the dull stonelighted lanterns from the bright, eye-aching neon signs found in
Tokyo.) Nestled in a cove was the shrine surrounded by silhou
ettes of thatch-roofed huts and irregular-shaped pagodas. I
never thought such atmosphere and dignity could exist in this sup
posedly modern world of ours. This whole setting was rustic,
mysterious--I lost myself in this new aspect of civilization.
Approaching nearer and nearer to the shrine, I began to realize
its true beauty. "What is that sticking out of the water there?"
I asked myself. "It’s only a crimson-red torii standing alone
as if," I thought suddenly, "it were sent by e messenger of God
to greet me."
Not until I actually had my feet on the silent, raised cor
ridors did I really sense the beauty and grandeur of the place.
The night seemed dead except for the groaning of the huge caster
pines and shuffling of my footsteps. The cleun, penetrating
smell of pine boughs, the fresh sea breeze------ it was a crime to
live in a big city.
People dressed in their native gowns and kimonos slowly
streamed by me. They seemed reverent and kindly toward each
other, a contrast to the hurry and rudeness of the city folk.
Sacred deer slowly passed by me with the dignity of human be
ings. The sense of safety, of confidence existing about this
shrine enchanted me.
A few wooden steps, then an arched bridge, a few more stepsthis repetition continued until I found myself lost. Yes, but
what a heavenly place to get lost--cherry blossoms all around me
swaying to and fro, the air filled with a fragrance that vzould
excel any of the expensive Paris perfumes. Some of the flutter
ing petals were white, some pink. All seemed to notice my plight
and tried to lend me a hand by giving me characteristic gestures.
Looking unward I saw a silhouette of a stately pagoda sharply
breaking the cloudless horizon. A little to the left of it stood
an immense, ancient hall. Although it was centuries old, it
looked as strong and bold as the newest steel structure. I took
out a coin to toss it up and decide which path I should take.
Heads I would go to the right; tails I would go straight ahead,
^het is money worth to me in this place of paradise?" I thought.
Nothing, merely a means of deciding one small issue. I wondered
what enjoyment people in the outside world had in slowly working
their life away for money. I looked into the palm of my hand.
The coin ordered me up the winding, climbing stairs. Dim, faint
objects up above became more clearly visible as each step brought
me closer and closer. Next to the pagoda hung an old, engraved
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bell of shining bronze. I felt a tremendous urge to break the
silence by a crashing blow on this huge bell and cause a panic.
In this dignified place, what a funny sensation! I started to
laugh at the very thought of it.
It seemed as if this endless climb of mine would never
cease, but soon I found myself approaching the tower that was
placed on top of the highest hill. Below me was the whole scene
that I had just lived through. The water seemed a little deep
er in color, and the large pines appeared to be much smaller
than they had been earlier.
Here before me lay religion, philosophy art, and the life
of my ancestors of long ago. I felt that the reason I liked
this shrine so well was probably that my ancestors were looking
through my own eyes.

our
tears
fall
into
the endless void

between our souls
they twist and tvzirl, sparkle b’tterly
and whistle and whirl in the empty deeo

there is no sound, ungodly noise
there
is
no

bottom
to the void
life like
piano symphonies
of tuneless chords
played by a stark-blind handless one
there is no melody
just laughing vainly trying not to weep
weeping plainly trying hard to laugh
saying vainly knowing what we say

our
tears
fall
endlessly
the chasm here is deep

--Burke Maxey
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